
Senior Consultant (m/f)

Craine international is a global consulting firm that

operates worldwide and has its headquarters in

Germany. The company’s range of services

includes, among other things, recruitment and

placement of senior executives and interim

managers, as well as providing advice on all

strategic and operational management tasks,

including personnel management and develop-

ment, are our areas of expertise. Our consultation

is industry-specific for both German and

international companies and organizations of all

sizes from in such sectors as industry, trade,

finance and services.

We are looking for a dedicated and motivated

Senior Consultant (m/f) for the craine executive

consult department, which deals with the search

for and selection of executives, to strengthen our

team in Düsseldorf.

Job responsibilities include the overall diverse range of

modern, international and innovative HR consulting

work. The focus of you work is the independent

execution of consulting projects using a modern

"search method mix”. More specifically, you will

independently organize independently and manage

projects which includes the initial briefing, market

analysis and management of a junior consultant and

guiding the interviews. You are responsible for

presenting the candidates to the clients, as well as the

overall presentation of the process through to contract

completion.

In addition to ongoing project management for existing

customers and the ability to look after your current

customers, your skills and tasks must also include

acquiring new customers and assisting in the

continuing expansion of the customer base.

Their particular strengths lie in addressing new

customers and in the selection and assessment of

personnel and functions vacant. Knowledge of human

nature, carefree handling of clients, candidates and

colleagues form the basis for success. Sociability,

personal authenticity, self-awareness, openness and

honesty, teamwork and most of all fun to your work are

important to us. Good English language skills, we

assume, of course.

Your particular strengths should lie in talking to new

customers and in the selection and assessment of

personnel and vacant positions. Good people skills

and dealing with clients, candidates and colleagues

without difficulty form the basis for success. Sociability,

personal authenticity, self-awareness, openness and

honesty, teamwork and most of all enjoying your work

are important to us. We also assume you have a

excellent command of English. We offer a chance for

challenging and skillful work, as well as a means to

professionally develop your own projects, in the

context of a dynamically growing company and being

part of a successful and service-oriented team that live

the values of our company - partnership, competence,

and innovation. Personal development in your job is a

given in the long term due to your personal

qualifications and targeted staff development.

You will fit well with us, when you think about and work

on not only the acquisition of personnel for

entrepreneurial projects but also your duty to offer

professional services and are accustomed to taking

responsibility. We would appreciate applications not

only from those within our immediate circle but also

from anyone who has gained considerable experience

in recruitment.

If you can identify with this challenging and varied role, 

Ms. Tina Jäger is your first contact by calling 0049-

211-544 193 11 or by email at tina.jaeger@craine-

ec.com. Utmost discretion is a given. 

Your complete application documents (CV, copies of 

certificates, salary and starting date), should please be 

sent ideally via email to bewerbung@craine-ec.com or 

to craine executive consult, Gehry Bauten / Neuer 

Zollhof 1, 40221 Düsseldorf.


